Consulid
L’équipe de doctorants-conseil de l’Université de Lille
A legal basis: Décret du 23 avril 2009

The association was created in 2018 by PhD students from the University

Since 2021, Consulid is part of the Collège Doctoral
In a few words... 

A **consulting office** managed by PhD students for PhD students

An **intermediary** between the **PhD students** of the University of Lille and **companies**
Objectives

1. Putting PhD Students in real-life situations in the private sector and promoting doctoral skills to companies

2. Promoting the employment of PhDs

3. Providing solutions adapted to the multiple challenges of the economic actors in Hauts-de-France

Missions

Corporate relations
Events
Communication
Consulting services

- Technology monitoring
- Feasibility study
- Audit and innovation consulting
- Technical support
- Training
- ...
Conduct of a mission

Company

PhD student
PhD student B
PhD student C
PhD student D
Conduct of a mission
Some examples

Technical watch on a chemical product
1 student during 10 days

In collaboration with the region as part of the program « Un Chercheur : Une solution »

Creation of a questionnaire to measure well-being at work
Team of 3 PhD students
20 days in total

1 student kept working with the start up and became head of the R&D department
The Consulid team

Frederic LUGINSLAND

Jean-Charles FRANCOIS

Vincent PASCAT
Anis BAGHI
Camille LAVAL
Céline OUCHEN
Corentin SCHOLAERT
There are **2 ways** you can be part of the team

- Become a **consultant**
- Join the **board**
ConsuPinte
Ouvert à tous !
Venez écouter et poser vos questions à :

Marc Godard
Docteur en psychologie cognitive

Cora Cohen-Azria
Professeure des Universités en sciences de l'éducation et de la formation

Consulid, rencontrez les Doctorants-Consuls de l'Université de Lille, Centrale et IMT-Lille.

Consulid

L'équipe de Doctorants-Consuls de l'Université de Lille, Centrale et IMT-Lille a le plaisir de vous convier à

L'insertion professionnelle des doctorants en SHS

Venez écouter et poser vos questions à Clarisse Berrebi et Estelle Joan, fondateurs d'Ether, cabinet spécialisé dans la R&D

Vendredi 14 avril
de 17h à 18h30
sur la plateforme Zoom
Meeting ID: 957 2592 1118
Passcode: 976173

ether
consulid@univ-lille.fr
Contact:

consulid@univ-lille.fr


Join us on social networks!

@Consulid

@Consulid